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PART 1A

NEGATIVE HYPHENATED VERSION

Initially defining each Anti-alpha-based Anti-
upper-order Anti-atom in terms of its Anti-
superior/Anti-inferior Anti-fulcra, or Anti-

primary Anti-aspects, and then returning to an
Anti-dichotomous distinction that also includes

its Anti-secondary Anti-aspects, we shall find the
following:–

1

The Anti-super-metachemical/Anti-sub-
metaphysical Anti-representative Anti-atom
(−3:1, minus most:least) is comprised, on its

Anti-superior side, of Anti-super-chemistry in
Anti-super-metachemistry and, on its Anti-

inferior side, of Anti-sub-physics in Anti-sub-
metaphysics, the former side indicative of Anti-
super-molecular Anti-super-wavicles in Anti-
super-elemental Anti-super-particles, and the
latter side of Anti-sub-molecular Anti-sub-
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particles in Anti-sub-elemental Anti-sub-
wavicles, this being equivalent to Anti-super-

electrons in Anti-super-photons/Anti-sub-
neutrons in Anti-sub-protons, Anti-super-hell in
the-Anti-super-devil/Anti-sub-god in Anti-sub-

heaven, Anti-super-pantheism in Anti-super-
fundamentalism/Anti-sub-humanism in Anti-sub-

transcendentalism, Anti-super-volume in Anti-
super-time/Anti-sub-mass in Anti-sub-space,

Anti-super-love in Anti-super-beauty/Anti-sub-
truth in Anti-sub-joy (Super-hate in Super-

ugliness/Sub-illusion in Sub-woe), Anti-super-
glory in Anti-super-form/Anti-sub-power in Anti-

sub-contentment, Anti-super-giving in Anti-
super-doing/Anti-sub-taking in Anti-sub-being,
Anti-super-motion in Anti-super-light/Anti-sub-

force in Anti-sub-heat, Anti-super-quality in Anti-
super-appearance/Anti-sub-quantity in Anti-sub-

essence, Anti-super-harmony in Anti-super-
rhythm/Anti-sub-melody in Anti-sub-pitch, Anti-
super-slowness in Anti-super-quickness/Anti-sub-

coolness in Anti-sub-hotness, Anti-super-
meekness in Anti-super-vanity/Anti-sub-justice in

Anti-sub-righteousness, Anti-super-politics in
Anti-super-science/Anti-sub-economics in Anti-

sub-religion, Anti-super-somatic Anti-super-
instinctuality in Anti-super-corporeal Anti-super-
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sensuality/Anti-sub-psychic Anti-sub-
intellectuality in Anti-sub-ethereal Anti-sub-
spirituality, and, hence, to an Anti-superlative

Anti-dichotomy in which the Anti-super-id/Anti-
sub-ego are Anti-secondary to the Anti-

superior/Anti-inferior Anti-primary Anti-aspects
of the Anti-super-will/Anti-sub-soul, and

precisely as the Anti-super-id in the Anti-super-
will vis-à-vis the Anti-sub-ego in the Anti-sub-

soul. 

2

The Anti-metachemical/Anti-un-metaphysical
Anti-extrapolative Anti-atom (−2½:1½, minus

more:less) is comprised, on its Anti-superior side,
of Anti-chemistry in Anti-metachemistry and, on
its Anti-inferior side, of Anti-un-physics in Anti-

un-metaphysics, the former side indicative of
Anti-molecular Anti-wavicles in Anti-elemental

Anti-particles, and the latter side of Anti-un-
molecular Anti-un-particles in Anti-un-elemental
Anti-un-wavicles, this being equivalent to Anti-
electrons in Anti-photons/Anti-un-neutrons in

Anti-un-protons, Anti-hell in the Anti-devil/Anti-
un-god in Anti-un-heaven, Anti-pantheism in
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Anti-fundamentalism/Anti-un-humanism in Anti-
un-transcendentalism, Anti-volume in Anti-

time/Anti-un-mass in Anti-un-space, Anti-love in
Anti-beauty/Anti-un-truth in Anti-un-joy (Hate in
Ugliness/Un-illusion in Un-woe), Anti-glory in

Anti-form/Anti-un-power in Anti-un-
contentment, Anti-giving in Anti-doing/Anti-un-

taking in Anti-un-being, Anti-motion in Anti-
light/Anti-un-force in Anti-un-heat, Anti-quality
in Anti-appearance/Anti-un-quantity in Anti-un-
essence, Anti-harmony in Anti-rhythm/Anti-un-
melody in Anti-un-pitch, Anti-slowness in Anti-
quickness/Anti-un-coolness in Anti-un-hotness,
Anti-meekness in Anti-vanity/Anti-un-justice in

Anti-un-righteousness, Anti-politics in Anti-
science/Anti-un-economics in Anti-un-religion,

Anti-somatic Anti-instinctuality in Anti-corporeal
Anti-sensuality/Anti-un-psychic Anti-un-

intellectuality in Un-ethereal Un-spirituality, and,
hence, to an Anti-comparative Anti-dichotomy in
which the Anti-id/Anti-un-ego are Anti-secondary

to the Anti-superior/Anti-inferior Anti-primary
Anti-aspects of the Anti-will/Anti-un-soul, and

precisely as the Anti-id in the Anti-will vis-à-vis
the Anti-un-ego in the Anti-un-soul.

* * * *
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Initially defining each pseudo-Anti-alpha-based
pseudo-Anti-upper-order pseudo-Anti-atom in
terms of its pseudo-Anti-superior/pseudo-Anti-

inferior pseudo-Anti-fulcra, or pseudo-Anti-
primary pseudo-Anti-aspects, and then returning

to a pseudo-Anti-dichotomous distinction that
also includes its pseudo-Anti-secondary pseudo-

Anti-aspects, we shall find the following:–

3

The pseudo-Anti-sub-metachemical/pseudo-Anti-
super-metaphysical pseudo-Anti-representative

pseudo-Anti-atom (−1:3, minus pseudo-
least:most) is comprised, on its pseudo-Anti-
superior side, of pseudo-Anti-subchemistry in

pseudo-Anti-sub-metachemistry and, on its
pseudo-Anti-inferior side, of pseudo-Anti-super-
physics in pseudo-Anti-super-metaphysics, the

former side indicative of pseudo-Anti-sub-
molecular pseudo-Anti-sub-wavicles in pseudo-
Anti-sub-elemental pseudo-Anti-sub-particles,

and the latter side of pseudo-Anti-super-
molecular pseudo-Anti-super-particles in pseudo-

Anti-super-elemental pseudo-Anti-super-
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wavicles, this being equivalent to pseudo-Anti-
sub-electrons in pseudo-Anti-sub-

photons/pseudo-Anti-super-neutrons in pseudo-
Anti-super-protons, pseudo-Anti-sub-hell in the
pseudo-Anti-sub-devil/pseudo-Anti-super-god in

pseudo-Anti-super-heaven, pseudo-Anti-sub-
pantheism in pseudo-Anti-sub-

fundamentalism/pseudo-Anti-super-humanism in
pseudo-Anti-super-transcendentalism, pseudo-

Anti-sub-volume in pseudo-Anti-sub-
time/pseudo-Anti-super-mass in pseudo-Anti-
super-space, pseudo-Anti-sub-love in pseudo-
Anti-sub-beauty/pseudo-Anti-super-truth in
pseudo-Anti-super-joy (pseudo-Sub-hate in

pseudo-Sub-ugliness/pseudo-Super-illusion in
pseudo-Super-woe), pseudo-Anti-sub-glory in

pseudo-Anti-sub-form/pseudo-Anti-super-power
in pseudo-Anti-super-contentment, pseudo-Anti-

sub-giving in pseudo-Anti-sub-doing/pseudo-
Anti-super-taking in pseudo-Anti-super-being,
pseudo-Anti-sub-motion in pseudo-Anti-sub-
light/pseudo-Anti-super-force in pseudo-Anti-
super-heat, pseudo-Anti-sub-quality in pseudo-

Anti-sub-appearance/pseudo-Anti-super-quantity
in pseudo-Anti-super-essence, pseudo-Anti-sub-

harmony in pseudo-Anti-sub-rhythm/pseudo-
Anti-super-melody in pseudo-Anti-super-pitch,
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pseudo-Anti-sub-slowness in pseudo-Anti-sub-
quickness/pseudo-Anti-super-coolness in pseudo-
Anti-super-hotness, pseudo-Anti-sub-meekness in

pseudo-Anti-sub-vanity/pseudo-Anti-super-
justice in pseudo-Anti-super-righteousness,

pseudo-Anti-sub-politics in pseudo-Anti-sub-
science/pseudo-Anti-super-economics in pseudo-

Anti-super-religion, pseudo-Anti-sub-somatic
pseudo-Anti-sub-instinctuality in pseudo-Anti-

sub-corporeal pseudo-Anti-sub-
sensuality/pseudo-Anti-super-psychic pseudo-

Anti-super-intellectuality in pseudo-Anti-super-
ethereal pseudo-Anti-super-spirituality, and,
hence, to a pseudo-Superlative pseudo-Anti-

dichotomy in which the pseudo-Anti-sub-
id/pseudo-Anti-super-ego are pseudo-Anti-

secondary to the pseudo-Anti-superior/pseudo-
Anti-inferior pseudo-Anti-primary pseudo-Anti-
aspects of the pseudo-Anti-sub-will/pseudo-Anti-
super-soul, and precisely as the pseudo-Anti-sub-

id in the pseudo-Anti-sub-will vis-à-vis the
pseudo-Anti-super-ego in the pseudo-Anti-super-

soul.
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4

The pseudo-Anti-un-metachemical/pseudo-Anti-
metaphysical pseudo-Anti-extrapolative pseudo-
Anti-atom (−1½:2½, minus pseudo-less:more) is
comprised, on its pseudo-Anti-superior side, of
pseudo-Anti-un-chemistry in pseudo-Anti-un-
metachemistry and, on its pseudo-Anti-inferior
side, of pseudo-Anti-physics in pseudo-Anti-

metaphysics, the former side indicative of
pseudo-Anti-un-molecular pseudo-Anti-un-

wavicles in pseudo-Anti-un-elemental pseudo-
Anti-un-particles, and the latter side of pseudo-

Anti-molecular pseudo-Anti-particles in pseudo-
Anti-elemental pseudo-Anti-wavicles, this being

equivalent to pseudo-Anti-un-electrons in
pseudo-Anti-un-photons/pseudo-Anti-neutrons in
pseudo-Anti-protons, pseudo-Anti-un-hell in the

pseudo-Anti-un-devil/pseudo-Anti-god in
pseudo-Anti-heaven, pseudo-Anti-un-pantheism
in pseudo-Anti-un-fundamentalism/pseudo-Anti-

humanism in pseudo-Anti-transcendentalism,
pseudo-Anti-un-volume in pseudo-Anti-un-

time/pseudo-Anti-mass in pseudo-Anti-space,
pseudo-Anti-un-love in pseudo-Anti-un-

beauty/pseudo-Anti-truth in pseudo-Anti-joy
(pseudo-Un-hate in pseudo-Un-ugliness/pseudo-
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Illusion in pseudo-Woe), pseudo-Anti-un-glory in
pseudo-Anti-un-form/pseudo-Anti-power in

pseudo-Anti-contentment, pseudo-Anti-un-giving
in pseudo-Anti-un-doing/pseudo-Anti-taking in
pseudo-Anti-being, pseudo-Anti-un-motion in

pseudo-Anti-un-light/pseudo-Anti-force in
pseudo-Anti-heat, pseudo-Anti-un-quality in

pseudo-Anti-un-appearance/pseudo-Anti-quantity
in pseudo-Anti-essence, pseudo-Anti-un-

harmony in pseudo-Anti-un-rhythm/pseudo-Anti-
melody in pseudo-Anti-pitch, pseudo-Anti-un-
slowness in pseudo-Anti-un-quickness/pseudo-
Anti-coolness in pseudo-Anti-hotness, pseudo-

Anti-un-meekness in pseudo-Anti-un-
vanity/pseudo-Anti-justice in pseudo-Anti-

righteousness, pseudo-Anti-un-politics in pseudo-
Anti-un-science/pseudo-Anti-economics in

pseudo-Anti-religion, pseudo-Anti-un-somatic
pseudo-Anti-un-instinctuality in pseudo-Anti-un-

corporeal pseudo-Anti-un-sensuality/pseudo-
pseudo-Anti-psychic pseudo-Anti-intellectuality
in pseudo-Anti-ethereal pseudo-Anti-spirituality,

and, hence, to a pseudo-Anti-comparative
pseudo-Anti-dichotomy in which the pseudo-
Anti-un-id/pseudo-Anti-ego are pseudo-Anti-

secondary to the pseudo-Anti-superior/pseudo-
Anti-inferior pseudo-Anti-primary pseudo-Anti-
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aspects of the pseudo-Anti-un-will/pseudo-Anti-
soul, and precisely as the pseudo-Anti-un-id in
the pseudo-Anti-un-will vis-à-vis the pseudo-

Anti-ego in the pseudo-Anti-soul.

* * * *

Initially defining each Anti-omega-centred Anti-
upper-order Anti-atom in terms of its Anti-
superior/Anti-inferior Anti-fulcra, or Anti-

primary Anti-aspects, and then returning to an
Anti-dichotomous distinction that also includes

its Anti-secondary Anti-aspects, we shall find the
following:–

5

The Anti-super-metaphysical/Anti-sub-
metachemical Anti-representative Anti-atom
(−3:1, minus most:least) is comprised, on its

Anti-superior side, of Anti-super-physics in Anti-
super-metaphysics and, on its Anti-inferior side,

of Anti-sub-chemistry in Anti-sub-metachemistry,
the former side indicative of Anti-super-

molecular Anti-super-particles in Anti-super-
elemental Anti-super-wavicles, and the latter side
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of Anti-sub-molecular Anti-sub-wavicles in Anti-
sub-elemental Anti-sub-particles, this being

equivalent to Anti-super-neutrons in Anti-super-
protons/Anti-sub-electrons in Anti-sub-photons,
Anti-super-god in Anti-super-heaven/Anti-sub-
hell in the Anti-sub-devil, Anti-super-humanism

in Anti-super-transcendentalism/Anti-sub-
pantheism in Anti-sub-fundamentalism, Anti-

super-mass in Anti-super-space/Anti-sub-volume
in Anti-sub-time, Anti-super-truth in Anti-super-

joy/Anti-sub-love in Anti-sub-beauty (Super-
illusion in Super-woe/Sub-hate in Sub-ugliness),

Anti-super-power in Anti-super-
contentment/Anti-sub-glory in Anti-sub-form,

Anti-super-taking in Anti-super-being/Anti-sub-
giving in Anti-sub-doing, Anti-super-force in
Anti-super-heat/Anti-sub-motion in Anti-sub-

light, Anti-super-quantity in Anti-super-
essence/Anti-sub-quality in Anti-sub-appearance,
Anti-super-melody in Anti-super-pitch/Anti-sub-
harmony in Anti-sub-rhythm, Anti-super-coolness
in Anti-super-hotness/Anti-sub-slowness in Anti-
sub-quickness, Anti-super-justice in Anti-super-
righteousness/Anti-sub-meekness in Anti-sub-
vanity, Anti-super-economics in Anti-super-

religion/Anti-sub-politics in Anti-sub-science,
Anti-super-psychic Anti-super-intellectuality in
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Anti-super-ethereal Anti-super-spirituality/Anti-
sub-somatic Anti-sub-instinctuality in Anti-sub-
corporeal Anti-sub-sensuality, and, hence, to an
Anti-superlative Anti-dichotomy in which the

Anti-super-ego/Anti-sub-id are Anti-secondary to
the Anti-superior/Anti-inferior Anti-primary Anti-
aspects of the Anti-super-soul/Anti-sub-will, and
precisely as the Anti-super-ego in the Anti-super-
soul vis-à-vis the Anti-sub-id in the Anti-sub-will.

6

The Anti-metaphysical/Anti-un-metachemical
Anti-extrapolative Anti-atom (−2½:1½, minus

more:less) is comprised, on its Anti-superior side,
of Anti-physics in Anti-metaphysics and, on its
Anti-inferior side, of Anti-un-chemistry in Anti-
un-metachemistry, the former side indicative of
Anti-molecular Anti-particles in Anti-elemental

Anti-wavicles, and the latter side of Anti-un-
molecular Anti-un-wavicles in Anti-un-elemental
Anti-un-particles, this being equivalent to Anti-
neutrons in Anti-protons/Anti-electrons in Anti-

un-photons, Anti-god in Anti-heaven/Anti-un-hell
in the Anti-un-devil, Anti-humanism in Anti-

transcendentalism/Anti-un-pantheism in Anti-un-
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fundamentalism, Anti-mass in Anti-space/Anti-
un-volume in Anti-un-time, Anti-truth in Anti-
joy/Anti-un-love in Anti-un-beauty (Illusion in
Woe/Un-hate in Un-ugliness), Anti-power in

Anti-contentment/Anti-un-glory in Anti-un-form,
Anti-taking in Anti-being/Anti-un-giving in Anti-
un-doing, Anti-force in Anti-heat/Anti-un-motion

in Anti-un-light, Anti-quantity in Anti-
essence/Anti-un-quality in Anti-un-appearance,
Anti-melody in Anti-pitch/Anti-un-harmony in

Anti-un-rhythm, Anti-coolness in Anti-
hotness/Anti-un-slowness in Anti-un-quickness,

Anti-justice in Anti-righteousness/Anti-un-
meekness in Anti-un-vanity, Anti-economics in

Anti-religion/Anti-un-politics in Anti-un-science,
Anti-psychic Anti-intellectuality in Anti-ethereal

Anti-spirituality/Anti-un-somatic Anti-un-
instinctuality in Anti-un-corporeal Anti-un-

sensuality, and, hence, to an Anti-comparative
Anti-dichotomy in which the Anti-ego/Anti-unid

are Anti-secondary to the Anti-superior/Anti-
inferior Anti-primary Anti-aspects of the Anti-

soul/Anti-un-will, and precisely as the Anti-ego
in the Anti-soul vis-à-vis the Anti-un-id in the

Anti-un-will.

* * * *
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Initially defining each pseudo-Anti-omega-
centred pseudo-Anti-upper-order pseudo-Anti-

atom in terms of its pseudo-Anti-
superior/pseudo-Anti-inferior pseudo-Anti-fulcra,
or pseudo-Anti-primary pseudo-Anti-aspects, and

then returning to a pseudo-Anti-dichotomous
distinction that also includes its pseudo-Anti-

secondary pseudo-Anti-aspects, we shall find the
following:–

7

The pseudo-Anti-sub-metaphysical/pseudo-Anti-
super-metachemical pseudo-Anti-representative

pseudo-Anti-atom (−1:3, minus pseudo-
least:most) is comprised, on its pseudo-Anti-
superior side, of pseudo-Anti-subphysics in

pseudo-Anti-sub-metaphysics and, on its pseudo-
Anti-inferior side, of pseudo-Anti-super-

chemistry in pseudo-Anti-super-metachemistry,
the former side indicative of pseudo-Anti-sub-
molecular pseudo-Anti-sub-particles in pseudo-
Anti-sub-elemental pseudo-Anti-sub-wavicles,

and the latter side of pseudo-Anti-super-
molecular pseudo-Anti-super-wavicles in pseudo-

Anti-super-elemental pseudo-Anti-super-
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particles, this being equivalent to pseudo-Anti-
sub-neutrons in pseudo-Anti-sub-protons/pseudo-

Anti-super-electrons in pseudo-Anti-super-
photons, pseudo-Anti-sub-god in pseudo-Anti-

sub-heaven/pseudo-Anti-super-hell in the pseudo-
Anti-super-devil, pseudo-Anti-sub-humanism in
pseudo-Anti-sub-transcendentalism/pseudo-Anti-

super-pantheism in pseudo-Anti-super-
fundamentalism, pseudo-Anti-sub-mass in
pseudo-Anti-sub-space/pseudo-Anti-super-

volume in pseudo-Anti-super-time, pseudo-Anti-
sub-truth in pseudo-Anti-sub-joy/pseudo-Anti-

super-love in pseudo-Anti-super-beauty (pseudo-
Sub-illusion in pseudo-Sub-woe/pseudo-Super-

hate in pseudo-Super-ugliness), pseudo-Anti-sub-
glory in pseudo-Anti-sub-form/pseudo-Anti-

super-power in pseudo-Anti-super-contentment,
pseudo-Anti-sub-giving in pseudo-Anti-sub-

doing/pseudo-Anti-super-taking in pseudo-Anti-
super-being, pseudo-Anti-sub-motion in pseudo-

Anti-sub-light/pseudo-Anti-super-force in
pseudo-Anti-super-heat, pseudo-Anti-sub-quality

in pseudo-Anti-sub-appearance/pseudo-Anti-
super-quantity in pseudo-Anti-super-essence,
pseudo-Anti-sub-melody in pseudo-Anti-sub-
pitch/pseudo-Anti-super-harmony in pseudo-

Anti-super-rhythm, pseudo-Anti-sub-coolness in
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pseudo-Anti-sub-hotness/pseudo-Anti-super-
slowness in pseudo-Anti-super-quickness,

pseudo-Anti-sub-justice in pseudo-Anti-sub-
righteousness/pseudo-Anti-super-meekness in
pseudo-Anti-super-vanity, pseudo-Anti-sub-

economics in pseudo-Anti-sub-religion/pseudo-
Anti-super-politics in pseudo-Anti-super-science,

pseudo-Anti-sub-psychic pseudo-Anti-sub-
intellectuality in pseudo-Anti-sub-ethereal

pseudo-Anti-sub-spirituality/pseudo-Anti-super-
somatic pseudo-Anti-super-instinctuality in

pseudo-Anti-super-corporeal pseudo-Anti-super-
sensuality, and, hence, to a pseudo-Anti-

superlative pseudo-Anti-dichotomy in which the
pseudo-Anti-sub-ego/pseudo-Anti-super-id are

pseudo-Anti-secondary to the pseudo-Anti-
superior/pseudo-Anti-inferior pseudo-Anti-

primary pseudo-Anti-aspects of the pseudo-Anti-
sub-soul/pseudo-Anti-super-will, and precisely as
the pseudo-Anti-sub-ego in the pseudo-Anti-sub-

soul vis-à-vis  the pseudo-Anti-super-id in the
pseudo-Anti-super-will.

8

The pseudo-Anti-un-metaphysical/pseudo-Anti-
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metachemical pseudo-Anti-extrapolative pseudo-
Anti-atom (−1½:2½, minus pseudo-less:more) is
comprised, on its pseudo-Anti-superior side, of

pseudo-Anti-un-physics in pseudo-Anti-un-
metaphysics and, on its pseudo-Anti-inferior side,

of pseudo-Anti-chemistry in pseudo-Anti-
metachemistry, the former side indicative of
pseudo-Anti-un-molecular pseudo-Anti-un-

particles in pseudo-Anti-un-elemental pseudo-
Anti-un-wavicles, and the latter side of pseudo-

Anti-molecular pseudo-Anti-wavicles in pseudo-
Anti-elemental pseudo-Anti-particles, this being

equivalent to pseudo-Anti-un-neutrons in pseudo-
Anti-un-protons/pseudo-Anti-electrons in

pseudo-Anti-photons, pseudo-Anti-un-god in
pseudo-Anti-un-heaven/pseudo-Anti-hell in the

pseudo-Anti-devil, pseudo-Anti-un-humanism in
pseudo-Anti-un-transcendentalism/pseudo-Anti-

pantheism in pseudo-Anti-fundamentalism,
pseudo-Anti-un-mass in pseudo-Anti-un-

space/pseudo-Anti-volume in pseudo-Anti-time,
pseudo-Anti-un-truth in pseudo-Anti-un-

joy/pseudo-Anti-love in pseudo-Anti-beauty
(pseudo-Un-illusion in pseudo-Un-woe/pseudo-
Hate in pseudo-Ugliness), pseudo-Anti-un-glory
in pseudo-Anti-un-form/pseudo-Anti-power in ...
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